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Sources of predictability

• Internal modes of climate variability

– Atlantic Niño

– Atlantic Meridional Mode

– Atlantic multi-decadal variability

• Remote forcing

– ENSO

• External forcing

– Anthropogenic global warming 



Seasonal prediction skill of state-of-the-art systems   
N. American Multi-Model Ensemble (ave.)
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Seasonal prediction of sea surface temperature at six months lead (1985-2010)
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Why are Atlantic Niño’s difficult to predict?
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Atlantic Niño dominant pattern of interannual 
SST variability

Luebbecke et al. 2018

First EOF of SST anomalies 
(32% explained variance)

Relatively weak variability phase locked 
to strong annual cycle

Factor 10 weaker



Multiple proposed mechanisms

Luebbecke et al. 2018



Strong stochastic forcing 

Richter et al. 2014

Variance of western equatorial Atlantic surface zonal wind (40-10W, 2S-2N)

Also, ocean heat content variations may not provide 
much predictability for boreal summer Atlantic Niño
(Jansen et al. 2009, Lübbecke et al. 2018)



Model biases limit the Bjerknes Feedback
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Warm bias in coupled models leads to an 
underestimation of the thermocline feedback, 

and may also influence feedback on to the atmosphere

[e.g., Nnamchi et al. 2015, Deppenmeier et al. 2015, Ding et al. 2015a,b; 
Jouanno et al. 2017, Koseki et al. in prep.]

Impact on prediction skill yet to be demonstrated 
(Counillon et al. in prep.) 



Equatorial Atlantic can be predicted a season ahead

F ig. S5: C orrelation of di↵erent indices as a function of forecast tim e: a) G ulf of G uinea
(G U I),precipitation (averaged over the region 10◦ W 10◦ E -5◦ N 10◦ N ),b) precipitation averaged
over Sahel(SA H ) (averaged over 15◦ W 15◦ E -10◦ N 18◦ N ,c) W est A frican M onsoon (W A M ) pre-
cipitation (averaged over 10◦ W 10◦ E -0◦ -22◦ N ),d) E xtended W est A frican M onsoon (W A M ext)
precipitation (averaged over 10◦ W 10◦ E -0◦ -22◦ N ),e) W A M precipitation over land. e) W A M ext
precipitation over land,e) SST in the A tl3 region (20◦ W 0◦ W -3◦ S3◦ N )

Skill in predicting the equatorial Atlantic Niño

ECEARTH prediction model
Three different model resolutions
Predictions for the period 1993-2009
Prodhomme et al. 2016
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Real potential for useful prediction of 
rainfall in the Gulf of Guinea 

in June and July



Decadal prediction skill
Decadal Prediction Large Ensemble, lead year 5-9 

Yearly predcitions, 1954-2015, 40 ensemble members

SST anomaly 
correlation skill

Skill due to 
ocean 
initialisation

Yeager et al. 2018
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Predicting rainfall in the Sahel 10-years in advance

Potential skill based on Atlantic Ocean and Global Warming
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Atlantic Ocean
contribution

Global Warming
contribution

Predictions from MPIESM, every year between 1901-2010
3-ensemble members, 10-year longs, Mohino et al. 2016



Seasonal-to-decadal prediction of tropical Atlantic Climate

1. Skill provided by ENSO, long-term trends, and possibly also by 
Atlantic-multi-decadal variability 

2. Predicting equatorial Atlantic SST remains a challenge, unclear if 
predictability is intrinsically low or model bias reduces skill, but 
summer conditions can be predicted a season in advance

3. Benguela Niño can be predicted based on Kelvin wave 
propagation 1-2 months in advance, but local forcing can also be 
important

4. Atlantic multi-decadal changes and its impacts can be predicted, 
with dominant contribution from external forcing in the tropical 
Atlantic

5. Atlantic meridional mode thermodynamically driven mode with 
limited predictability

Thank you



Input for TAOS review – Climate Prediction

• Observations to close the momentum in the ocean 
and atmospheric boundary layer can help reduce 
model biases

• Observations to constrain heat and freshwater ocean 
mixed-layer budgets (including surface fluxes) can 
help reduce biases, and enhance ocean reanalysis

• Ocean current observations important for equatorial 
and coastal variability


